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TRUSTPOWER SUBMISSION : CLEARING MANAGER FTR INITIAL MARGIN REVIEW 

 
Reference:  
 
A.  Consultation Document dated 23 October 2012 : http://www.nzxgroup.com/energy/ftr-clearing-and-settlement 

 
 

1. TrustPower thanks the Clearing Manager for the opportunity to provide a submission on the consultation document 
at Reference A. 

 
2. In general, we support simple fixed initial margins (IMs), based on a low probability of loss given default (PLGD) being 

applied as the FTR market finds its feet. We agree that the proforma IMs for obligation FTRs, as published at 
Reference A, are an appropriate starting point for the initial stages of the FTR market. We consider that the IMs for 
these products should be set at the 75% confidence level (ie, 25% PLGD) across a suitable timeframe (14 days).  

 
3. We note that the clearing manager’s “predictive price model” is yet to be built and we suggest that it should be 

applied with caution when resetting IMs (both for obligation and option FTRs) in order to avoid undue volatility in the 
level of IMs. Such volatility might otherwise introduce spurious uncertainty into the cashflows of FTR participants and 
thereby discourage the uptake of FTRs as a transmission hedge product.   

 
4. We also note that the IMs for option FTRs have not yet been established.  TrustPower’s preferred approach would be 

to favour a simple and pragmatic mechanism over the use of a predictive price model. Certainty and transparency will 
be important in this early stage of the market. For example, a fixed percentage of the auction settlement price may 
well be satisfactory in the first instance. The market will value the option FTR and the IM fee could be (say) 50% of 
this value, in the interests of simplicity over rigorous accuracy.    

 
5. Adding relevance to these suggestions is the fact that the risk of FTR default is to be borne by recipients of the loss 

and constraint rentals rather than by the clearing manager or by non-defaulting participants. This being the case, 
there is probably limited benefit in developing sophisticated IM models along with full SPAN analysis, and the 
preferred approach should be to retain fixed (but reviewable) IMs for all FTR products, applying a conservative 
confidence level while acknowledging that it is not a critical requirement that  100% of the default risk be covered.  
This would assist  transparency and simplicity and thereby participation in the FTR products.  

 
6. Our responses to the individual consultation questions are attached. Please contact the undersigned if you have any 

questions regarding this submission. 
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Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
 
Therese Thorn 
General Manager Trading 
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Submission by TrustPower Limited 

 

Consultation 
Document 
Reference 

Detail Response 

1 What, if any, role is appropriate for ASX prices in 
considering initial margin requirements? 

Given the market making requirements and emerging depth in the ASX, prices on that exchange are likely 
to be the best source of relevant data for obligation FTRs. A suitable historical profile by month within 
quarter could be applied to establish FTR product IMs.  Any predictive price model should in any case be 
calibrated against the forward ASX price differentials as a reality check. 

2 Do you support a fixed initial margin based upon an 
analysis of PLGD for each FTR product and each season 
or do you support an alternate aggregation (such as 

monthly)? 

We support a fixed PLGD-based IM and consider that seasonal/quarterly aggregation is likely to be 
sufficient,  given that this allows primary ASX data to be used for obligation FTR products. 

3 In calculating PLGD what time frame should be 
considered? (14 or 30 days, or other) 

14 calendar days would seem appropriate, but this should be reviewed once the market is established 
and actual exit times are known with greater likelihood. 

4 What is an appropriate PLGD confidence interval to 
apply in order to determine the FTR initial margin 
requirement (95%, 85%, 75% other)? 

75% is supported given its alignment with the recommended WAG PLGD target for the spot energy 
market. 

5 Should the initial margin requirements be based upon 
changes in the expected value of FTR instruments as 
forecast by the predictive price model? 

Only if : 

 the predictive price model has been made available to participants on a regular basis;  and  

 the predictive price model has been proven to be more accurate than a simple ASX-based 
method. 

Otherwise a predictive price model may have limited utility 

6 Should the initial margin requirements be recalculated 
six monthly starting from the date of the first auction 
using the described methodology? 

This sounds reasonable 

7 Should the initial margin requirement be recalculated 
one week prior to the first auction, and the lesser of the 
recalculated requirement or the requirement published 
in this paper used? 

This sounds reasonable 

 


